Write and post two responses related to the cases posted by your section leader. You may either a) respond directly to the cases, or b) respond to the comments posted by other students (all student responses will be posted anonymously online).

In your posts, make sure that you:
- focus on at least one ethical issue relevant to the article/case. In other words, focus on whether an act, practice, or policy relevant to the article/case is (or was, or would be) ethically justified;
- include reasons for the ethical view(s) you present;
- apply at least one ethical principle or theory discussed in class to the ethical issue(s);
- write a minimum of 50 words

When applying ethical principles or theories, the class hand-outs on ethical principles and theories (and the application guidelines provided on the hand-outs) should be helpful. The hand-outs are posted on the class website.

Each post will be graded on a 10 point scale, and will count for 2% of your course grade. The grading will take into account the criteria listed above, as well as the following factors:

- quality of the application of each ethical theory or principle (e.g., thoroughness, correct understanding of the theory or principle);
- strength of the reasons presented for ethical view(s);
- clarity and organization (including division into paragraphs when appropriate; in order to end a paragraph and start a new one, type <p> at the end of the sentence you want to be the last sentence of a paragraph).